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RELATIONSHIPS
BUILT ON TRUST
Global pharmaceutical provider HNS Pharma, have been distributing generic
and branded pharmaceuticals, over-the-counter medicines as well as
hospital supplies and equipment around the globe for almost a decade. With
offering a worldwide client base a complete solution to their pharmaceutical
requirements, they need a provider who can support their steadfast
commitment to their partners worldwide.

“Our relationship with Maltacourt
developed over the years to the point
where you can’t see the join” admits
Nilen Patel. “They understand our
business, as well as the demanding
requirements and regulations of
working with a global
pharmaceutical provider.”
Nilen Patel, Managing Director

The natural choice
With such a close relationship and clear expertise,
Maltacourt were the natural choice to take on HNS Pharma’s
growing freight requirements, working with HNS across
multiple continents supporting the movement of critical
pharmaceuticals. Maltacourt have also been able to use
their understanding of the market to support HNS through
the introduction of the industry changing Falsified Medicine
Directive (FMD).
“We offer our clients a complete solution to their
pharmaceutical requirements. Our major goal is to
provide our customers with a vast selection of high quality
pharmaceuticals with a first class service and within the
regularly standards of the MHRA. Maltacourt understand
that commitment and its reflected in how they work.”
“Their proactive approach and good communication is
central to ensuring our consignments go out on time and
arrive safely.” Nilen added.
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Knowledgeable support
“We hold a full Wholesalers License for our temperaturemonitored facility in Feltham and our team are fully GDP
complaint. We also partner with a third party Responsible
Person to ensure we’re maintaining the highest possible
standards” explains Maltacourt’s CEO Matt Beech.
“This means we can store, handle and deal with pharmacy
products, prescription only medicines, traditional herbal
medicinal products and General Sale List medicines to
the highest industry standards.”

Our teams understand the demanding requirements of
working with pharmaceutical products and with over 35
years’ experience of working in pharmaceuticals our team are
well equipped to add value to your supply chain. Whether it
be a world leader or a new to industry pharmacist our team
are here to support your business navigate the potential
pitfalls of transporting and storing; sensitive, time critical
and temperature controlled consignments.

Maltacourt’s core services are multi-modal
transportation, import/export, warehousing, pick
and pack, 3PL/4PL and dedicated secure transport.
Adaptable and experienced, the global logistics firm
pride themselves on working so closely within your
business that you’ll never need to question how,
when or if your targets will be met.
“For 30 years, what we’ve strived for and achieved
between Maltacourt and our clients is trust, expertise
and quality,” explains CEO Matt Beech. “It’s a
combination that gives our customers the
confidence they need to expand.”
If you need a true logistics partner, get in touch:
enquiries.uk@maltacourt.com
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We take it personally.
We deliver it professionally.

